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HI!

Hello from Hospitality Line! For those of you we
haven’t seen since our last edition – where have
you been?
We’ve had some truly amazing FAM
trips recently. The team just love
showcasing our huge range of meal
and attraction packages specially
designed for the domestic coach
market, as well as getting to know
what’s new at a few of our tried and
trusted favourites! You’ll find out more
inside, where you can also discover
what we’ve been up to over the last
few months…
Anyway, it’s that time of year when
operators are frantically trying to put
the finishing touches to Christmas
products and packages. If you missed
our special Christmas themed edition
last time round, don’t worry! We have
a few last minute options that really
will brighten up the festive season –
literally!
It’s not all about London… We’ve been
out, from one end of the country to
the other, taking advantage of our
connections in the restaurant biz to
partner up some of the country’s most

engaging group attractions with pubs
and restaurants boasting quality British
service and cuisine.
Of course, you’ll find the latest and
most topical packages inside, as well as
a few of our classics, but don’t forget
you can just drop an email to adele.
godden@hospitalityline.co.uk,
or call 020 8295 8383 for instant
access to the UK’s largest selection of
meal, attraction, sightseeing and cruise
packages.
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• Heritage - Founded in 1992, you can be assured by our 25+ years’ experience
• Book with no commitment – Reserve tickets before confirming final
numbers and making payment
• Choice – Unrivalled selection of products and services in the UK. From top
attractions, restaurants and theatre tickets, we can provide it all
• Unbeatable prices - No hidden charges
• Trust - We are a proud member of UKinbound, BETA, ETOA and CTA

bookings: adele.godden@hospitalityline.co.uk • +44(0) 20 8295 8385

Look out for
our top picks
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The Spitfire Sisters and
Afternoon Tea at the Strand
Palace Hotel
Once inside the festively adorned historic Strand
Palace Hotel, guests will be immersed in a truly unique
atmosphere during this exclusive trip down memory
lane, which is brand new for 2018.
The nationally acclaimed and vintage inspired trio
have been taking their success to new heights and
we are happy to announce that we are offering this
exclusive chance to see them perform live! They use
a mixture of modern and 1940s music with a seasonal
twist – perfect for Christmas packages. Groups of 30+
will have the opportunity to take advantage of this
unique offer and enjoy a luxurious day out. Not only
is there excellent live entertainment but there’s also a
delicious afternoon tea, with finger sandwiches and
sweet treats to tuck into.
Dates:
From 27th Nov – 17th Dec
Groups Prices:

The Shrouds of the Somme
& ArcelorMittal Orbit
Last few places remaining!
8th – 18th November 2018
This breathtaking work of art arrives at the Olympic
Park in November for a limited period. 72,396 figures
represent British servicemen who were killed at the
Somme with no known grave, many of whose bodies
were never recovered from the battlefields. The
display will be truly extraordinary in its impact and
recognition of those who made the ultimate sacrifice.
Shrouds of the Somme is expected to engage
with the public in a similar way to the 2014 Tower
of London poppy instillation, by combining WW1
commemorations with one of London’s top visitor
attractions, The Orbit, and of course the option to
enjoy a lunch or an afternoon tea at a nearby venue.
With a two course lunch
from £24.00 (Snr) £27.00 (Ad)
With afternoon tea from
from £18.25 (Snr) to £21.80 (Ad)

30+: £55.00 per person | 40+: £45.00 per person
50+: £39.50 per person

bookings: adele.godden@hospitalityline.co.uk • +44(0) 20 8295 8385
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At Home With
the

ROYALS

Windsor Castle
and Afternoon Tea
Following the Royal Wedding this
summer, Windsor Castle is a must see.
Guests will love exploring the grounds
and chapel where the Duke and
Duchess of Sussex said their vows, while
discovering the secrets of the oldest and
largest castle in the world!
The Castle has built up an unrivaled
collection of exhibits overs the years,
as well as stunning displays in the State
Apartments. Many of the spectacularly
decorated rooms are still in use today
by the Royal family. Included in this
package is a trip to the celebrated
Harte and Garter Hotel for afternoon
tea. Indulging in finger sandwiches and
sweet treats at this impressive venue will
make anyone feel like a Royal!

Hampton Court Palace and
Festive Afternoon Tea

The Tower of London
and Two Course Lunch

Kensington Palace
and Afternoon Tea

Whatever the weather, Hampton Court
Palace is beautiful. Not only is the sheer
size of the Palace breathtaking, but the
Gardens will leave guests of all ages
wide eyed. Visitors can soak up the
history of the Palace whilst exploring
where Henry VIII lived out his days as
king. Top off the day with a trip to the
Brook Kingston Hotel for afternoon tea
and with a menu like this it’s hard to
resist:

As one of the most iconic treasures
in the Capital, the Tower of London is
steeped in royal history and home to
the crown jewels. Additionally, they
also host many exhibitions including
the much publicised ‘Anne Boleyn’s
Story’. Make your group’s trip even more
interesting by immersing them in the
stories of the Tower of London.

Groups will love exploring Kensington
Palace while being fully immersed in
the wealth of history and exhibitions
including Diana: Her Fashion History
and the History of Royal Weddings. The
timing of this exhibition is absolutely
perfect, following Harry and Meghan’s
wedding. What’s more, we think the
best season to visit is winter, if only
for the opportunity to marvel at its
picturesque grounds coated in a layer
of frost!

• Selection of finger sandwiches turkey, stuffing and cranberry, smoked
salmon and crème fraiche, mature
cheddar and onion chutney, egg and
cress.
• Sweet Treats - sultana scones, clotted
cream and black currant jam, traditional
mince pies, rich Christmas fruit cake,
macaroons with a selection of tea,
coffee and mulled wine.

A showpiece attraction throughout the
year, it is at Christmas time that the
Tower is truly at its best. Groups will be
astounded by the wealth of exhibits,
both inside and out, of this world
famous landmark. During the winter
months, the addition of a specially
prepared heart-warming lunch provides
the ideal ending to a winter’s day out in
London.
Only £39.00

The Palace is not only the birthplace
of Queen Victoria but also the official
residence of the Duke and Duchess of
Cambridge, so visitors will feel closer
than ever to the Royal family. Finish off
the tour with an afternoon tea at the
Doubletree Hilton to enjoy a host of
festive tasty treats.
Only £33.50

Available for just £35.50

Available for just £31.50
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bookings: adele.godden@hospitalityline.co.uk • +44(0) 20 8295 8385
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FESTIVE LIGHT SHOWS

Blenheim Palace Lights
and Christmas Lunch

Festive Lights at Kew Gardens
and Afternoon Tea

Blenheim Palace make the most of their grounds in the festive
season by having Christmas trails, scented fire gardens, the
lake aglow with boats and fountain jets. Of course, guests can
also gaze out over the water in awe as the woodland across
the Great Lake springs to life in time to much-loved Christmas
music.

Kew Gardens is well known for its extravagant light show
over the festive period. See how they transform their gardens
into a wonderland with glittering trails, magical after dark
experiences and Christmas colour everywhere. It definitely
brings alive the Christmas spirit.

The discovery trail has been specially designed for visitors
of all ages to enjoy, as the fairy-lit arbour and the lakeside
boathouse become a temporary home for Santa Claus. Prior
to the spectacular light show, guests can tuck into a great
selection of traditional pub grub, ideal for warming both
hearts and minds this winter!
From £28.75
8

bookings: adele.godden@hospitalityline.co.uk • +44(0) 20 8295 8385

Groups can then unwind at their leisure over a delicious
afternoon tea at Young’s Coach and Horses. What could be
better than customising your own plate with an amazing
selection of artisan teas, cakes and finger sandwiches as well
as warm oven baked scones and home-made cookies?
Off Peak: £30.80 | Peak: £33.50 | Super Peak: £35.50

ON THE
ROAD
WITH HL

River cruises
A river cruise at any time of year is a
fantastic way to combine great food
with breathtaking views of London.
During the winter months, it also
provides somewhere a little warmer
to explore the city, while of course
embracing all of the festive trimmings
that make this time of year so special!
A Cockney Christmas Cruise
Cruise down the River Thames and enjoy the sights of London
with a twist. This Hospitality Line exclusive is a must-see city
experience. The cruise has a unique way of recapturing the
quintessential British traditions and provides a knees-up, flag
waving atmosphere.
Experienced and energetic professionals will guide you down
the river with music, shining costumes and all round live
entertainment, ensuring there is never a dull moment! Guests
also have the opportunity to tuck into some traditional cuisine
with a seasonal twist.
£38.50

THE LONDON DUNGEONS
Afternoon Tea
Cruises
Groups can enjoy a
fresh selection of cakes,
sandwiches and scones
served with lashings of
cream and jam on board this
popular cruise. They’ll love
sitting back, relaxing and
sampling a limitless supply of
tea during this ideal end to
a busy day spent exploring
London.
An afternoon tea cruise on
the River Thames provides
an elegant setting for a
light bite to eat in a refined,
sophisticated atmosphere.
Guests can unwind in the
company of Big Ben, St Paul’s
Cathedral and Tower Bridge
as they sail right through the
heart of the capital on-board
a vessel with giant panoramic
windows and an open air
observation deck offering
unobstructed 360 Degree
views of the city. Bliss!
Mon-Tues From £23.60
Wed-Sun From £26.50
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Lunch Cruises
What better way to make
lunch more memorable
than by combining it with a
cruise down the Thames on
a magical journey through
the centre of the city? To
accompany the meal, a fully
stocked bar is certain to have
something to tempt their
palettes too! When they’ve
finished their dessert, a
leisurely stroll around the top
deck perfectly rounds off the
experience.
The Lunch Cruise lasts for
around 2 hours, which gives
groups plenty of time to
enjoy both the view and the
company! Whether you’re
looking for the perfect
location for a business lunch,
birthday celebration or just a
place to wile away the hours
in peace and quiet, this is the
ideal river lunch cruise offer.
Mon-Tues From £23.60
Wed-Sun From £26.50

Some of us had the privilege of attending the London
Dungeons last month and we just can’t stop talking about it!
From start to finish there were surprises left, right and centre
and it is safe to say there were many laughs and scares along
the way. We were genuinely left feeling entertained and
discovered a lot more about the history of London along the
way! In fact, a few of the pictures were too embarrassing to
share…

WARNER BROTHERS STUDIO TOUR
We can’t resist a tour of the Harry Potter studios. So that’s
why the team made their way to Watford to check it out!
The immersive experience is one not to be missed and we
can 100% recommend it. If you’re as much of a fan of Harry
Potter as we are it doesn’t miss a trick! No matter what time
of year we visit it always feels so magical! It’s at Christmas
time it really comes alive however, as you can see from the
spectacularly decorated festive feast in the Great Hall.

MADAME TUSSAUDS
To mark Harry & Meghan’s wedding, Madame Tussauds invited
us along for the unveiling of their new waxworks. It had been
a while since many of us had been there, and it really was an
eye-opening visit! The chance to get up close and personal
with your heroes is not to be missed, while there are also an
array of rides and interactive experiences to enjoy. We all had
a great time, and Federica looks like she couldn’t be happier
after steeling Meghan’s place on the royal balcony!

bookings: adele.godden@hospitalityline.co.uk • +44(0) 20 8295 8385
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Out and About
in the UK
It’s not all about London! We’ve been
out and about, right around the country,
pairing up some of Britain’s most well
regarded, but not always so well-known,
experiences designed for groups.

The Canterbury Tales and a Two
Course Lunch
Fans of literature and drama will love seeing
the much-loved famous tale of The Charm
of Chaucer bought to life with costumed
guides and live acting pilgrims. This experience
includes the sights, sounds and even smells of
medieval England making you feel as though
you’ve just stepped back in time.
Perfect for all ages, this experience vividly brings
to life five of his entertaining tales including
love, infidelity, intrigue, courtship and death.
An immersive experience, where you will not
only be entertained but also learn so much
more about Chaucer with this package that also
includes tasty lunch at a nearby venue.
£18.50 (Snr)

Poole Cruise
with Fish & Chips

York Chocolate Story and
Afternoon Tea

Oxford Castle and a Two
Course Lunch

Embark on a cruise around Europe’s
largest natural harbour, home to the
town of Poole, the golden beaches
of Sandbanks and Brownsea Island.
From either open deck seating or a
comfortable saloon guests will see
stunning views of the exceptional
landscape that surrounds the
spectacular harbour. Fronting onto
beautiful scenery it helped inspire
classics like Lord of the Rings.

An ancient Roman city steeped
in inspirational history that boasts
picturesque views, stunning medieval
landmarks and a quintessentially British
experience. Groups can now discover
the stories behind the greatest names
in chocolate, unwrap the secrets of
chocolate making, and even learn the
art of the chocolatier for themselves.

A trip to Oxford isn’t complete without
visiting its imposing medieval castle.
Groups can climb St. George’s Tower,
one of the oldest buildings in Oxford,
and enjoy stunning 360° panoramic
views over the historic city of Oxford
before exploring 1000 years of history!

Groups can take in stunning views
of wildlife, castles and the pristine
UNESCO Jurassic coastline of the
English Channel. What’s more, onboard they can tuck into the traditional
British dish, fish ‘n’ chips. There couldn’t
be a more classic British experience!

A fully guided interactive tour takes
them on a journey through the city
where chocolate made history.
Following this hands-on, tasty
chocolate experience, groups can head
out for even more indulgence – in the
form a tantalising afternoon tea – bliss!

They’ll descend deep underground into
the atmospheric 900-year-old crypt,
explore the austere confines of the
18th-century Debtors’ Tower and Prison
and marvel at the mound of the 11th
century Motte-and-Bailey Castle. This
enthralling educational experience also
showcases the modern history of the
site and its inmates.

£19.50 (Snr)

£18.50 (Snr)

£14.50 (Snr)
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RATES AT A GLANCE
The Spitfire Sisters and Afternoon Tea at
the Strand Palace Hotel
Groups 30+: £55.00 per person
Groups 40+: £45.00 per person
Groups 50+: £39.50 per person
The Shrouds of the Somme &
ArcelorMittal Orbit
With a two course lunch from
£24.00 (Snr) £27.00 (Ad)
With afternoon tea from
£18.25 (Snr) to £21.80 (Ad)
Kensington Palace and
Festive Afternoon Tea £33.50
Hampton Court Palace and
Festive Afternoon Tea £35.50
The Tower of London and
Two Course Lunch £39.50

Windsor Castle and Afternoon Tea £31.50
Blenheim Palace Lights
and Christmas Lunch £28.75

What’s New?
The Canterbury Tales
and a Two Course Lunch £18.50 (Snr)
Poole Cruise with fish & chips £14.50 (Snr)

Festive Lights at Kew Gardens
and Afternoon Tea
Off Peak: £30.80
Peak: £33.50
Super Peak: £35.50

York Chocolate Story
and Afternoon Tea £19.50 (Snr)

A Cockney Christmas Cruise £38.50

The Crystal Maze and Two Course Meal

Afternoon Tea
Mon - Tue £23.60
Wed - Sun £26.50

Jamie’s Oliver’s Italian
2 Course Meals From £13.75

Lunch Cruise
Mon - Tue £23.60
Wed - Sun £26.50

The View from The Shard
and Afternoon Tea £29.50

Oxford Castle and
a Two Course Lunch £18.50 (Snr)

Jamie Oliver’s Italian Restaurants
Your groups can now enjoy the delicious
creations of celebrity chef Jamie Oliver. His
restaurants have gone from strength to strength
and have proved hugely popular with the public,
with locations right across the country and
over 30 restaurants in his chain. He serves up a
traditional Italian feast that caters to everyone’s
taste buds.
Starting at just £13.75 for 2 courses, it’s hard to
resist. We have to admit though, our favourite
menu is ‘Menu B’ boasting carbonara, grilled
chicken and bolognaise for main and an epic
chocolate brownie, tiramisu and a selection
of ice creams or sorbets for dessert. There
is so much choice and it’s all for only £19.50,
but which courses to choose? Groups can
experience Jamie’s culinary delights like never
before!

Hogwarts in the Snow £41.00

From: £13.75

Photo of previous cast member

THE LEGEND LIVES ON!
Paul Walden & Derek Nicol for Flying Music
in association with Adrian Grant for Key Concerts present

The Crystal Maze and Two Course Meal
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SHAFTESBURY AVE
LONDON W1
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020 8295 8385

Based on the 90’s TV show, this fully immersive and live experience is the ultimate team
challenge. Perfect for groups of friends, family or colleagues, guests solve challenges,
puzzles and games. The aim of this thrilling event (for those of you who haven’t seen the
show) is to reach the Crystal Dome and collect as many tokens as possible, in order to beat
the maze! Teams run around madly, shout themselves hoarse, complete all sorts of tricky
challenges and finish up in some lovely satin bomber jackets. Honestly, this has everything.
After all that adrenaline pumping action groups can enjoy some rest and relaxation with
a specially prepared two course meal at a nearby venue. This fun-packed experience is
available in both London and Manchester.

HOSPITALITY LINE CLASSICS
Warner Bros.
Studio Tour
Hogwarts in the Snow

The View from
The Shard and
Afternoon Tea

£41.00

£29.50

Hogwarts is at its most enchanting over the Christmas
season. Groups can embrace the spirit of Harry Potter
in an awe-inspiring snow covered setting guaranteed
to warm the coldest of hearts this winter. Once inside
the studios they can devour a delicious cup of frothy
butterbeer, cast a spell with a magic wand and even
take a spin on a broomstick.

The View from The Shard is spread across the top
three floors of one of London’s most iconic landmarks
and is packed full of innovative technology including
breath-taking kaleidoscopic lifts and state of the art
interactive touch screen telescopes.

Hogwarts in the Snow offers guests the chance
to step onto authentic sets, discover the magic
behind spellbinding special effects and explore the
behind-the-scenes secrets of the Harry Potter series.
This immersive experience showcases an array of
original props and settings from the hallowed halls
of Hogwarts to the darkest corners of Diagon Alley.
There’s even an activity passport to keep the kids busy
with a golden snitch hunt around the studios!
Suggested Itinerary
10:45 Arrive at the
Warner Bros. Studio Tour

14:00 Depart the Warner
Bros. Studios by coach

11:00 Explore the
magical world of Harry
Potter

All times are flexible

The experience boasts information on over two
hundred landmarks and the opportunity to head
outside and brave the elements from the open air
viewing platform that brings visitors even closer to
the sights and sounds of London. Afternoon tea, in
a venue perched on the banks the Thames, provides
some welcome refreshment and relaxation for your
group.
Suggested Itinerary
12:15 Arrive at The Shard
12:30 Head to the top
of the tallest observation
point in Europe
13:30 Take a short stroll
to the afternoon tea
venue

14:00 Tuck into a
tantalising afternoon tea
15:15 Depart the hotel
All times are flexible

